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(Please include reference to Newsletter number and page when inquiring about 
material published. 

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS 

Submissions are accepted at all times and are normally used in the next 
issue to go to press regardless of date of receipt. 

Material submitted in machine readable form is particularly desirable 
because it can be edited and incorporated into the newsletter format more 
easily. Higher quality reproduction is also possible this way. Contact Bob 
Hassinger for further details on acceptable media and formats if you plan to 
make a submission in machine readable form. 

Fl1rURE DEADLINES 

I have been given the following deadlines for the next two issues: 
February 1 and May 1. These are the dates my material must be in the hands of 
the person I send it to. In order to make it into those issues, your material 
must reach me ten days before these dates to cover mailing delays and to give me 
time to edit and retype it. Machine readable input is greatly appreciated, 
particularly near deadline time. In some cases it may actually be possible to 
send your material electronically direct to my system. If you are interested, 
give me a call. 
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12 BIT COMMITTEE 

Robert Hassinger 
- address above -

(617) 435-3452 

COS/DIBOL and WPS liason 
La~rence H. Eisenberg 
17141 Nance Street 
Encino, California 91316 
(213) 788-0354 

Education, Multiuser systems, PASCAL 
Father Geoffrey Chase O.S.B. 
Portsmouth Abbey School 
Portsmouth, RI 02871 
(401) 683-2000 

Representitive to DECUS Product Planning Committee 
Jim van Zee 
Lab Data Systems 
10320 Ravenna Ave NE 
Seattle, Washington 98125 
(206) 522-6950 

PASCAL-S IN DECUS LIBRARY 

PASCAL-S for the OS/8 family is now available from the Decus Program 
Library. Here is an extract of the catalog listing: 

Version: V2.0, March 1983 

Author: Niklaus Wirth, E.T.H., Zurich, Switzerland 

Submitted By: D. Geoffrey Chase, OSB, Portsmouth Abbey School, Portsmouth, 
RI 

Operating System: OS/8 V3D. Tested under V3D, including ETOS and OMNI-8, 
would probably run under other OS/8 versions. 

Source Language: PAL-8/PAL-III 

Memory Required: 28K 

PASCAL-S is a subset of the programming language PASCAL, defined by Niklaus 
Wirth in Report No. 12 of the Institute for Information Science at the 
E.T.H. in Zurich. This implementation of PASCAL was designed for a PDP-8 
with 28K words of processor memory, running under the OS/8 operating 
system. 

Source program text may be created or revised with any of the OS/8 File 
Editors, including EDIT, TECO and MUTOR. 

Restrictions: (1) Uses BSW and MQL/MQA instructions. See file PASCAL.BE. 
(2) PASCAL-S is subset of PASCAL. It conforms to the definition of 
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PASCAL-S given by Niklaus Wirth, the original inventor of PASCAL. 

Documentation is on the magnetic media. 

Media (Service Charge Code): Write-Up (AA), DECtape (HA), Floppy 
Diskette (KA) 

Format: OS/8 

CP/M OPI'ION ON THE DECMATE II - CAVEAT EMPTOR 

Since OS/8 is not currently available for the DECmate II, a lab that I have 
contact with with decided to buy a DECmate II with the CP/M option to solve a 
problem they have. This has proven to be an unfortunate decision. They found 
that contrary to their expectations based on the product descriptions, CP/M 
could not do what they needed. We have tried all the usual ways of addressing 
the problem, but in the case of the DECmate II CP/M and BASIC products, none of 
them work. Potential purchasers should be cautious about decisions involving 
these products. 

The problem to be solved is this. The lab does word processing for their 
correspondence and technical papers on a very unfriendly Perkin-Elmer system, 
using a program somewhat like RUNOFF and a primitive line editor. This has to 
be done over slow, noisy dial-up phone lines. The lab also has a digitizing 
tablet they use in their research. They measure the area and circumference of 
irregular nerve cell outlines. This tablet must also be used over the same 
phone lines to the P-E system. The combination of the uncooperative computer 
and the poor connections make the tablet almost impossible to use. 

A few months ago this situation got to the point where it was intolerable. 
The DECmate II looked ideal for the job. It would give much improved word 
processing under WPS and it could also solve the tablet problem. This would be 
done by connecting the tablet through the DECmate's communication port and 
writing a program in CP/M BASIC program to collect and process the data from it. 
On this basis a DECmate II was purchased from DEC with an LQP02 printer, the WPS 
software, and the CP/M option including the "Soft-card", CP/M and BASIC. 

As expected, WPS has been a great success. So much so that the lab's 
principle investigators have been purchasing their own DECmates for use at home. 

A couple of weeks ago we decided to get CP/M going and set up the tablet 
application. Much to my dismay, I discovered that the version of BASIC DEC 
supplies for the CP/M option can not do I/O to the communications port! You can 
not OPEN the port for I/O! In CP/M there is provision for the COM port but 
BASIC can not access it at all. I asked my CP/M expert about this and he says 
this is most unexpected. Just as with OS/8, in CP/M systems you expect software 
like BASIC to do I/O to any of the supported devices and you expect CP/M to 
properly support the hardware supplied in the basic machine. 

It also turned out that the CP/M system does not even have a way to set the 
speed and so on for the COM port. I understand that good CP/M systems are not 
this crude and incomplete. I have heard rumors of a new, extra cost, option 
that will offer some help for "communications" from CP/M but I could not get 
technical details before the Newsletter deadline. In any case, you should not 
have to pay extra for something so basic as the ability to set up the COM port 
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and do I/O through it from BASIC! 

Before I gave up on CP/M, I noticed another little quirk. BASIC was very 
willing to create files that the rest of the CP/M system would not recognize. 
It looks like BASIC will create file name entries in the directory with illegal 
characters in them. Apparently BASIC just goes ahead and writes what ever you 
you give it for a name without bothering to do any checking! That would not be 
too bad if the "manual"s DEC gives you warned you about it but they do not. 

Speaking of the "manual"s you get with CP/M and BASIC, they look like 
something DEC did in 1968 or so. There is a whole set of CP/M commands that are 
mentioned but not documented. If you look real close you can find a line in the 
manual that tells you to buy another option to get documentation on those 
commands. You can not write assembly language programs because of this and the 
lack of documentation on the machine and the CP/M BIOS (BIOS is sort of like 
OS/8 device drivers, you always need documentation on it in any CP/M system so 
you have a chance to deal with problems like this). 

The BASIC manual is a classic. You have a generic language section that 
applies to a great many different versions, then you have a section on 
extensions for the disk version and disk files, then you go on to another 
section that discussess differences for the CP/M version then you go back and 
notice in the generic section that some of the commands have footnotes saying 
that the command is not in "some" versions and then you notice some more 
commands that say they are not in the DECmate version. 

OK, you say, all new products have problems, we know what to do about that. 
You check the SPD (Software Product Description - DEC's formal product 
description for software) to be sure the product is supposed to do what you want 
then you send in an SPR (Software Performance Report) to get a fix. If that 
does not work you do a little programming to get around the problem. Maybe 
write a device driver for example. If this still does not solve the problem you 
go to your DECUS Special Interest Group. They are supposed to have contacts at 
DEC for resolving problems. 

In this case none of the above works! Take a look at the SPD that comes 
with CP/M and BASIC. It ~ays there is no support offered with the product and 
that you buy it "AS IS"! You do not get any SPR forms to send in a complaint. 
After noting this I reviewed the SPD to see if any limitations were documented. 
The SPDs turn out to be very non-committal. They don't say you can and they 
don't say you can't. Based on past experience, any limitation as serious as 
these would be explicitly mentioned. Since there are no limitations given and 
since it is the norm for CP/M systems to do these things, it seems reasonable to 
expect this product would do them. 

The only thing left to do was call the WPS hotline. They are really 
supporting WPS but it was worth a chance since there was no where else to turn. 
Eventually, after a round of telephone tag, I talked to someone who does try to 
deal with CP/M questions. She had to go off and check with other people since 
she really had no background on this level. The answer was yes, BASIC can't do 
I/O to the COM port - there is no fix available - submit an SPR. Only you do 
not get SPR service with this product - Catch-22! Also, the telephone support 
people had no information to offer on the rumored "communication option" either. 
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As it so happens I AM the DECUS SIG person you would get in touch with to 
~ try to get help with a problem like this. Unfortunately, I have been working 

through DECUS since the DECmate II announcement a year ago last Spring, trying 
to get DEC to establish a line of communication with us for this sort of thing 
without success. I spent the last week trying again to make contact with 
someone in DEC who could address these issues. At deadline time I still have 
gotten no response. 

All the customary means of resolving a product problem have failed. At 
this point I think potential purchasers of the CP/M option should look very 
carefully at what is offered and be careful to make no assumptions about it. It 
looks like DEC has given this CP/M product "a lick and a promise". I can't find 
anyone inside DEC who knows anything about this CP/M product. It looks like 
they contracted outside for the product and they have no idea what it is about, 
what is good or bad about it, and they don't seem to have any way to address 
problems. The implementation seems to me to be sloppy and poorly engineered -
about on a par with the first release of the 4K Disc Monitor for the PDP-8 back 
in 1968. 

These particular limitations may not bother you at all. You may be lucky 
enough to use an application that runs fine under this system but what I have 
found makes me very cautious about this product. I think there are likely to be 
more than the usual number of problems with it and, worst of all, there seems to 
be no recourse at all for the unlucky purchaser who runs up against one. 

If your decision to go with the DECmate II is predicated on the 
availability of a general programming capability for implementing your own 
application, as was the case for this lab, you might want to reconsider your 
decision. 

This demonstrates one of the main reasons I advocate making the OS/8 family 
available on the DECmate II. Unlike the CP/M option, it is an open, modifiable 
system. If all else fails you can write your own device driver or program that 
does I/O directly. Even the WPS training disks use OS/8 because of these 
advantages. Direct screen I/O is particularly good from the OS/8 side. Due to 
the architecture of the CP/M system on the DECmate II and the undocumented 
(secret?) nature of the I/O system, you do not have this option with CP/M. 

NOTE FROM RUDI STANGE 

"Ref.: OA SIG Newsletter Volume 1, No. 2 ***May 1983 

"I like to say that I am glad the 12-Bit SIG has the OA Newsletter as a 
carrier for their concerns. What I appreciate much less is the fact, that they 
start it with crying and complaining about DEC not producing the old PDP8 
anymore. I wonder if anyone of those people still drives the old model T from 
Henry Ford??? (For him I would make some concessions)! 

"When you, Bob, did run the 12-Bit SIG it was flourishing and sprouting 
like crocusses in April, and as soon as the experts took over, they managed to 
almost erase the group completely. Well, may be I should not brag, for I belong 
to the German 12-Bit SIG which seems to be the only one alive and active despite 

~ the fact that we could not buy a DECMATE-I because it was not sold in Germany, 
and the DECMATE-II will only appear early next year on the German market, that 
is the German Version of it (US versions could be obtained right now). 
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"DECMATE-II really is much better than any previous PDPS, it runs C/PM 
programs, Word Processing with Sort, Math, List Processing and real good 
communications, also it allows access to RX01/RX02's, and it has DIBOL8/11. We 
will soon have OS/8 on it and a C Compiler, and we can make use of 48 Kilo-Words 
of memory. It has 2x32 KW, one of it is the usual bank while the second bank 
functions as control memory, but only half of it is used for such purposes. It 
also offers some new instructions with the 6120 processor e.g. push and pop. I 
am really enthusiastic about it. 

"Now getting to some requests from the a.m newsletter: 

"Mr. Orlowski asks for some means to correspond between the PDP8 and the 
VAX. We have some WPS8's connected to a VAX via a PAX (Permanent Address 
Extension) which allows to transfer ASCII code between both machines. Data 
files could be written in FILEX (available on COS-310) FILEX writes IBM format 
and accepts OS/8 or COS files which can be read on any machine able to read IBM 
compatible format. 

"Mr. Lee Roberts seems to be dissatisfied with WPS, I can only answer him 
to try to use something else in order to appreciate WPS8. 

"PASCAL-S, Ronald Larkin's remarks on it are (in general) right. I have 
some instructions on it in German language. Anyone having a DECMATE-II should 
use PASCAL MT PLUS running under C/PM, (same with BASIC.) 

"Dr. John A Hawkinson and Nancy Holley want to do more than just WPS, i.e. 
patients/customer files, billings, inventory etc. I urgently advise not to use 
OS/8 for this, the expenses in time and effort would be too much, use DIBOL, it 
is similar to COBOL but much easier to handle, also faster and elegant. It is 
runs on all DEC computers and will soon appear for C/PM as I understand. It 
offers a good Data Base System with easy screen handling. Just try to program 
the screen in OS/8 and compare it to DIBOL: the statements are e.g.: 

DISPLAY(R,C,O) Position cursor at row R character position C 
DISPLAY(R,C,1) Erase screen starting at row R character C 
DISPLAY(R,C,2) Erase row R starting from character C 
DISPLAY(R,C, 'ANY TEXT') Display text in single quotes starting in 

row R at character position C 
DISPLAY(R,C,LOC) Display contents of LOC starting in row R 

character position C. 

"DIBOL statements are in plain English (like BASIC). DIBOL runs under 
COS-310. DIBOL is fast and efficient. I have submitted a DIBOL Floppy to DECUS 
library, containing some subroutines for screen and file handling as well as an 
example customer file system along with comments for beginners and experts. In 
case more readers are interested, I am willing to conduct an introductory course 
to DIBOL via this news letter. 

"Bob, I am delighted to see you back aboard, let's start to get the 12 Bit 
SIG to new horizons." 

Rudi's address is c/o Digital Equipment GmbH, FreischUtz-Strasse 91, D8000 
Mftnchen 81. 

'~ 
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HELP - DIGITAL SOFTWARE NEWS 

Dr. F. E. James sent the following note asking for help: 

"In your Fall 19S2 12 Bit SIG Newsletter, you made reference to a 
publication called "Digital Software News". You mentioned that a DEC order 
number QQF097-2Z would get us twelve months' worth of this service. 

"I'd like to tell you that we have attempted to contact DECUS several times 
in order to get this, and have been in touch with DEC, but we can't find anyone 
there who knows anything about it. Can you help?" 

I told Dr. James that of course he had to go to DEC rather than DECUS but 
other than that I did not know what the current situation was because we do not 
have a subscription due to budget problems. Note: the order number was 
actually QJ097-2Z but that should not have been a problem. Can anyone help? 
Let me know for the next Newsletter. 

Dr. James is at James Investment Research, Inc., PO Box S, Alpha, Ohio 
45301 (513) 426-7640. 

PROBLEMS WITH CROSS ASSEMBLY ON RT-11 

Ronald P. Larkin sent the following note: 

"Cross-assembly of PDP-S assembly language programs on an RT-11 system 
~ seemed to be an attractive possibility for us. We tried a DECUS program 

(11-405) but found that this program was not usable for any but the most 
rudimentary PDP-S programs. For instance: XLIST is not properly handled, the 
listing file contains no error messages, literals are not recognized, and the 
double quote is not recognized. We discovered these problems with a working 
PALS program of 15 lines." 

With my DECUS Library Committee hat on, I looked up the program in question 
to see if I could understand the reason for Ron's problems. I noticed that the 
abstract states the program is compatible with PAL III (the old paper tape 
version of PAL) rather than PALS. I think PALS is very close to being a proper 
superset of PAL III or, in other words, PAL III and DECUS 11-405 handle subsets 
of FALB syntax. I think that at least some of Ron's problems come from using 
features that were introduced in PALS that were not in PAL III. I have not 
looked at PAL III since the late sixties so I can not say for sure. Can any of 
you old timers out there help out? Send me a note for the next Newsletter. 

Ron is Assistant Wildlife Ecologist, Illinois Department of Energy and 
Natural Resources, 607 East Peabody Drive, Champaign, IL 61S20 (217) 333-6SSO. 

WINCHESTER DISK CONTROLLER 

DEC is not developing any new hardware for the Omnibus machines (8/E, 8/m, 
etc.) so owners of those machines do not get much chance to take advantage of 
new peripheral devices like Winchester disks. As a result it was encouraging to 
see information on a new product that I recently received from CESI. 
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The CESI MDC8 is a single, hex-wide circuit board that performs data and 
control functions to a family of SASI disk controllers. The MDC8 and a SASI 
disk controller allow the addition of families of 5 1/4 and 8 inch Winchester 
disk drives to Omnibus based systems. Each unit will support two Winchester 
drives plus two floppy drives. Further information is available from Computer 
Extensions Systems, Inc., 17511 El Camino Real, #131, Houston, Texas 77058 
(713) 488-8830. 

NOTE FROM WALLY KALINOWSKI 

As I sit here finishing up the last article for the Newsletter, Wally has 
transmitted a short rundown on what is going on in his area directly into my 
system. Here is a summary of it. Hopefully we will have details for the next 
time. 

"A new version of TKPLOT was submitted by E. Lynch to DECUS about one month 
ago. E. Lynch is making great progress on a Symbiont for OS/8. The printer and 
the plotter now run in the background with no noticeable slowing of the computer 
running OS/8. There are a few things left to be done though before we will be 
sending it out to DECUS. When FRTS comes up it occasionally halts. We expect 
to clear this up tonight. Also, wild cards need to be added to the queue 
program and also an un-queue.~ 

"Jonathan Easton said that he will definitely have U of M Pascal in DECUS. 
He expects to have it submitted by Christmas. I will soon get MULTOS/8 (thanks 
to Bill Haygood) in to DECUS. It is presently configured to run only with RK05 
disc as the system. I guess we could maybe find someone out there with time to 
implement it on a floppy. Speaking of "anyone out there", has anyone modified 
LOAD (FORTRAN IV) so that more than one library can be used?. Has anyone been 
able to get it to load more than one module (subroutine) from a single file? 

"By the way, I talked to Ian Templeton the other day. He has a circuit 
drawing for an IEEE488 interface (GPIB) for the PDP/8 along with software which 
he is willing to share with whoever wants it. 

"Well BOB that is more or less it on Louis's and my outline of what we were 
going to write plus a thing on how the symbiont works but we didn't get to it in 
time." ~ 

Jl.ifl fl~t /()l></l ~ 'b- ~ »1 e.-R)" 
o/o~ fc,¥6 _ ~2 71 .. .. 37S- S:Jh'f Wally Kalinowski 

213 648-5604 

RE: WALLY KALINOWSKI'S "CALL TO ARMS" 

~~_,( 10,/~~/~::: 
~ -r" . 

In the last Newsletter there was a note from Wally Kalinowski and Louis 
Tribble. They are interested in finding ways for the 12 Bit user community to 
acquire rights to as much of the existing software for our systems as possible 
and place it were it will be accessible. A lot of important software is being 
lost because the people who control it have lost interest or gone on to other 
things. 

Wally and Louis were particularly interested in finding other users who are 
interested and willing to help. Part of their input for the last Newsletter was 
a questionaire you could use to indicate your interest. Unfortunately, Murphy's 
law is very active in DECUS. The page with the form got swallowed along the way 

.~. 
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from East coast to West coast and back to Decus on the East coast. So, I am 
~ going to print it here again but I am not going to try to make it a separate, 

pull out page. That should cut down on the chances of getting lost. Don't 
worry too much about the money questions at this point. We can do a lot even 
without any money. (For example a few years back I shelled out one whole dollar 
and got OS/8 RUNOFF and some other things for the Library.) What we are looking 
for is an indication of interest and support at this point. 

12 BIT SOFTWARE PROJECT QUESTIONAIRE 

Name 

and 

Phone 

1) Can you contribute ten dollars? 

2) If you can contribute more, how much? 

3) What mass storage devices do you have? 

4) Can you help distribute, if necessary? 

Comments, suggestions, (offers of help!): 

Mail to: 
Bob Hassinger 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 USA 
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Approved 12 bit CMOS-processor with new design 

Wol fqanq Leber 
Mnx-Planck-Jm;litut fur ltirriforschunq 

D 61]()0 Frankfurt 71 
w-r.crmany 

for n Jonq time only a few CMOS-technology microprocessors have bP.en avail
<1hlt•. Riqht from the start, the PDP-8 compatible 12 bit processor of the 
6100 famlly bclonqed to that qrnup. Now a newly designed and improved 
Vl'f!;ion i!i ava!lahle. Its clevelopmm1t was initiated by a big mnnufacturcr -
hence l11e d£>lay of two or three years for the 6120 being for s<ile. The fact 
that n Jot of effort was invested in software worldwide seems to be the 
rrn!;on for thnt development. 
To usr the 6120 on an established 6100 bus structure it takes a few modifi
rnt ions of control signals because this chip srt is not pin-compatible to 
thr 6IOIJ f;11n1ly. 

Three e11hancect capabilities make the 6120 is different from its predeces-
sors: 

I. Ori chip memory extension control for an address space of 2x 32K words. 

2. Sorn1·tl1111q lonq known to the fl rind 16 lllt world: Increase of the in
~;l n1cl 1rin !ll'l to control two sl<1ckpointPrs. 

3.• Althnuqh the clock frequency is the same, speed is t1~ice as high, which 
wns nchie~·Pd by ;:in optimized microcode. 

While th!' (, J OD I 1 nt> consisted of the fo I lowing members 

a) 6100 12 bit CPU 
b) 6101 Pll peripheral interface element 
c) 6102 rn•·mory cxlf'nsion, OMA, refresh and clock controller 
rl) 610} 20 bit 1riput/oulput, 

only two chips have been developped for the 6120 family so far: 

a) 6120 12 t1it CPU v1ith memory extension controller 
b) 6121 input/output controller with PDP-8 compatible 1/0 structure. 

An adaption onto the EUR0-12 bus used in "12-bit domain" in Europe seemed 
rensonable bf'cause a lot of interfaces have been developped for that bus. 
The incresned functionality of the 6120 promised a denser packaging, too. 
While three EUR0-12 cards were needed before to establish the functions 
CPU, exter1ded memory C"ontrol, memory manaqement for 1 MW of memory and 
control panl'i rnoni tor, this is now possible on one board. 

Some functions used could be implemented by the 6102 which has been de
vPloppl~d cw a 'super chip' (memory extension, DMA, memory refresh, clock 
cnnlrnllPr). A fe1v instrudion incompntibilit1es and the fnct that there 
wm; no olher mm11d:1clurer for lhis chip put up a lot of problems for some 
des 1 qm• r!;. 
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In uddilion a lonq-exiatinq rnquircmcnl for hiqh1~r workinq speed could only 
Lie met wilh special deaiqn techniques ( lDV operatinq usinq ll•vel cor1v1•r
lc!n1). Jhe (,120 iu now twice rm fttst as its prndecessor ;:il the m11n1! cl1wk 
frnqucm:y. Ille mull.iplexetl bw; :.;lruclure has 11ut been chun<Jt!d lnrnicully, il 
has been increw.>ecJ by two signals though. 
Mont siqnnln did not dianqe, i;o lhat in Um following only tt11~ clif"fore11cen 
mid i11cre<.1sed functiom; urn d1!Bcribed ir1 detail. These refer to r1ew or 
d1detccl i.iqnal~; or niqnnls whmie functions hnve chanqed. 

1. SI AH I UP 

2. IOCLR 

3. EMA2 

4. L XDAR 
LXPAll 
LXMAR 

S. READ 

6. WRITE 

7. OUT 

The signals 

This input ennblcs to di I ferent iate hel ween utnrl in!) t tu~ 
proqrnm in the control panel memory (as it i~; rlorw hy 
the 6100) or in the main memory. The slart <JcldrP:.>!i 111 
both casrs is 07777. 

Jhis output gets active if 
a) a R[S[T-siqnal is applied or 
b) the instruction CAF (clenr all flaqs) is q1v1!n, 
This signal corrcspomls to the EUR0-12 i.nqmd IN! T. 

is the loweat order bit of the extended mrmory ildclresa. 
The two hitJher-ordcr bits are multiplexed with the 
C-lincs. 

ltJhilc with the 6100 each address (main nu!mory, prmPI 
memory nnd device addresses) had to bP latdu:d wll.h 
LXMAH lhPrc are now separate siqnals nvc.r1l:ible. 

a) LXMAH - nwin memory addresses 
b) LXPAH - pmw I memory mJdresses 
c) l.XDAB - dt?vice uddresses. 

T iniinq was sl 1ghtly ch;:inqed, too, but dill's not inf luer1ce 
compatibility (~;1~e description of sch(•rnaticn). 

This signal is active when the CPU wants to n~ad duta 
from the bus and is similar to XTA, but with revt·riwd 
polarity. 

This signal 1s active when the CPU wants to put oul data 
011to the bus and corresponds to XTC for writinq opera
tions. 

This new signal simplifies controllinq the bus lrnnsu·i
ver. It can be used like XTB. 

LINK, C2, SWSEL and DEVSEL 
are not available anymore. 

DEVSEL, which used to be necessary for all device operations, ca11 t'a!;1ly IH! 

generated by a few gates. With most applications the LINK-bit w:J:> not wwd 
externally, so there is no real loss. The other signals cnn bl' crPatt~d hy 
control panel firmware. 

This part of the schematics shows how bus compatibility with 1111• (,l(Jfl 1·:111 

be realized. 
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lflr. I X-siqnals are present during the whole cycle. Therefore they are not 
only wwd for latching the addresses but also for generating the select 
siqnalr;. Consequently it is very simple to make the same signals on the bus 
nvnilnhlr. whid1 f'xint with the 6!00. As thrre wns nn difrerrmce br.twPP.r1 
mnir1 rnr•111ory- 1 nnnrl mrininr·y- and drvicp, ac1c1rnnnns hefora, nll thrflt- niqnnJ1; 
~nn br pul togrlher into one signal for th~ bu~. It should be noted that e 
frw r;i~tnls' polarity has been changed. More difficult is the control of 
the busreceiver for C-lines and the SKIP-line. Here you find a general 
d1ff<'rPnrP bdween both processors. With the 6100 er1ch WRITE is preceded by 
a RfAD, which means that so-called dummy READs are added. At this time the 
control lines are sampled and corresponding functions are executed. The 
6120 works diffr.rently in that respect. Here a possible READ- follows a 
Wf!IH-ph;inr.. The control lines are always sampled during the WRITE-phase. 
nw;ir;d ly thr. lime of sampling does not matter, but incompatibilities can 
nr·c1ir whf'n an int.r.r face decodes the control signals using the READ/WfU Tf 
rondit inns for the decoding of control signals. In our application alJ 
intrrfncrs rould be used without modifications. A foreign development made 
nltrrat. innn in this pnrt necessary. for thr scikr of comrntibility of both 
prrwpr;sorn it is ndvisable not to gale the control linr.s with READ or 
WRI lE. 
On Iii" rru-:.idr you munl tnkP crirr that thr~ bus driver for thrsc siqrwls 
m11Jtiplr)(C'd wilh lhP exlcndr>d address linr v1ill bf' controlled with the 
er1rrf'C'I. timinq. Thr dday circuit tn control the bus rr.crivr.r is necessary 
lo lrnnrnnil lhP C-linrs sliqhtly longer than thr WRJH.-phase. The timinq 
diciqrnm for the a input/output phase illustrates this. 

Tn sumrn:iri7P you can sciy thrit the adaption is no hnsic prob)C'm. lr.sts hnve 
:.ho111r11 lli:1t - mJr-qu:itP clock frcqur.ncy providrd (JO MH1) - n systrm is 
nvnilal>lr whirh allows n hiqher procC>ssing srr.r.d th;in all othr.r versions of 
thr ror-o prorlurt linC' ever produced. 
In npitr of the ralhf'r "aqrd" instruction sd (crrnted in 1964) one cnn seC' 
I h;1t hrrnti:.P of thP 6120 thr PDP-8 secs its rrnnissnncr in thr DECmritP I I 
pr-rnnnnl cnmpul er. ltiis is a good example of hardwnrr bring bui It for 
rxcP l JPnt suft.wnre and operating system al ready existing, like WPS-8 and 
fOS-510 and 05/78. 

LPqrnds: 

lab Ir I: Sugry•st1on for a circuit to exchange 6100/6102 for a 6120, keeping 
the original signals and thrir signi fici'Jtions. 

fohlr 2: Siqmd diac::iramm of the 6120 during an input/output instruction. 
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